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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company uses Azure Resource Manager (ARM) templates to deploy
virtual machines (VMs).
You plan to include the following JSON segment in the ARM
template.
You need to provide monitoring and diagnostics capabilities for
the VM.
Which additional parameter should you include in the template?
A. instanceCount
B. condition
C. existingdiagnosticsStorageAccountName
D. instanceSize
Answer: C
Explanation:
The diagnostics extension json snippet above assumes two
parameters existingdiagnosticsStorageAccountName and
existingdiagnosticsStorageResourceGroup to specify the
diagnostics storage account where diagnostics data is stored.
Specifying the diagnostics storage account as a parameter makes

it easy to change the diagnostics storage account across
different environments, for example you may want to use a
different diagnostics storage account for testing and a
different one for your production deployment.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows
/extensions-diagnostics-template

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which type of PVLAN ports can communicate among themselves and
with the promiscuous port?
A. secondary
B. protected
C. isolated
D. community
E. primary
Answer: D
Explanation:
A promiscuous port can communicate with all interfaces,
including the isolated and community ports within a PVLAN.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer without an active Microsoft licensing agreement
needs to purchase 500 licenses for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Plan,
Enterprise edition.
Which licensing program should you recommend?
A. Service Provider License Agreement (SPLA)
B. Open License
C. Enterprise Agreement (EA)
D. Cloud Solution Provider (CSP)
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following would be of GREATEST concern to an IS
auditor reviewing an organization's security incident handling
procedures?
A. Guidelines for prioritizing incidents have not been
identified.
B. Annual tabletop exercises are performed instead of
functional incident response exercises.
C. Workstation antivirus software alerts are not regularly
reviewed.
D. Roles for computer emergency response learn (CERT) members
have not been formally documented.
Answer: A
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